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ABSTRACT 
 
Syllabification acts as a backbone for the unit selection based 
text-to-speech systems. But with varying language structures 
the syllabification rules also varies with language. An attempt 
is made here for improving automatic syllabification rules for 
BODO language by the addition of extra rules to the current 
existing rules and implementing it into an algorithm which 
can be later incorporated into a text-to-speech system. An 
analysis on the algorithm using 5000 phonetically rich words 
reveals to yield a comparable result of 99% accuracy as 
compared to manual syllabification.  
 
Key words : text-to-speech, phonemes, syllable, diphthongs 
etc.  
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Syllable forms as a gap between a phonemes and words [1]. 
Various attempts have been made to define a syllable earlier. 
According to phonetics it is defined with respect to its 
articulation whereas in phonology it is simply termed as a 
sequence of phonemes [3]. 

 
Upon syllabification a word is broken down into its 
constituent syllables [5]. As we humans also syllabify a word, 
as far as possible before speaking if possible and phonemic 
segmentation if not, text-to-speech systems usually use 
syllable based approach as a basic unit. As syllable based 
text-to-speech systems performs better than a phoneme level 
approach in terms of naturalness and easy in boundary 
analysis. 

 
Unit selection text-to-speech systems are considered as 
mature systems now [4]. It automatically performs synthesis 
of speech from written text with the use of automatic 
syllabification. 

 
In this paper improved rules for syllabification of BODO 
language as well as an implemented algorithm for automatic 
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syllabification are presented. The rules are based on the study 
and analysis of manual syllabification of 3000 phonetically  
 
rich words. The degree of accuracy is measured with the 
perfectness of syllabification, in percentage, with the manual 
syllabification. 
 
2. THE PHONOLOGICAL STRUCTURE OF BODO 
LANGUAGE 
 
BODO language belongs to the subgroup Tibeto-Burman of 
the Sino-Tibetan language group. BODO language belongs to 
the 22 scheduled languages of India as one of the official 
language of the Indian state Assam. There are six pure 
vowels, nine vowel glides and sixteen consonants including 
two semi vowels in native BODO language [11]. The BODO 
vowels and consonants are shown in the tables below. 

 
Table 1: Pure Vowels in BODO. 

 
Table 2: Consonants in BODO. 

 
The BODO language also consists of eight diphthongs viz. 
iɯ, eɯ, əəi, əi, əəɯ, ɔi, ɔɯ, ɯi. It also has a vowel glyph 
represented by M. 

3. SYLLABIFICATION 
 
Syllables are considered as an important unit of prosody [13] 
as phonological rules and constraints apply at syllable or 
syllable boundary. Syllables act as a backbone in speech 
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synthesis and recognition. Pronunciation of a phoneme 
depends on the position in which it is present inside a syllable. 
Text-to-speech systems basically consist of text to phoneme, 
prosody and synthesis modules. In all the modules the 
syllabification plays an important role.  

3.1 Methodology 
 
The methodologies followed in the present study are: 

a) Examination of BODO syllables structures from 
linguistic literature. 

b) Group discussions with linguists. 
c) Dialect variations. 
d) Study of previous works performed [2]. 

 
3.2 Syllable Structure 
 
BODO words are highly monosyllabic. But also contains 
poly-syllabic.  Syllable structure of BODO phonemes of 
vowels (V) and consonants(C) are as follows: 

1. V 
2. VC 
3. CV 
4. CCV 
5. CCVC 
6. CVV 

3.3 Syllabification rules 
 
In BODO syllables every vowels has at least one vowel sound. 
Thus a monosyllabic word with single vowel is itself a syllable 
and need not be syllabified further. An assumption is taken in 
this rule that diphthongs are considered as a single vowel 
unit. To further simplify it the syllabification rules developed 
after study are given below: 

i. The syllable boundary of a word having single vowel is 
at the end of the word. 

ii. For vowels having different sounds syllable boundary is 
marked after the first vowel. i.e. VV then V/V. 

iii. For a word having VCV structure then syllable boundary 
is marked after first vowel. i.e. V/CV. 

iv. For a word having VCCC*V structure then syllable 
boundary is marked after the first consonant. i.e. 
VC/CC*V. 

v. For a word having CCV or CCC structure then no 
syllable boundary is marked but further 
syllabification is processed after ignoring the first 
consonant. 

vi. For a word having CVCV structure then syllable 
boundary is marked after the first vowel. i.e. CV/CV. 

vii. For a word having CVCCV structure then check first 
vowel. 

a) If first vowel is “ i ” then syllable boundary 
is marked after the first vowel. i.e. 
CV/CCV. 

b) Else syllable boundary is marked after the 
second consonant. i.e. CVC/CV. 

viii. For a word having CVVCX structure then check X. 
a) If X is a vowel then syllable boundary is 

marked after the second vowel. i.e. 
CVV/CV. 

b) Else syllable boundary is marked between 
the two vowels. i.e. CV/VCC 

 
3.3 Implementation 
 
All the above rules were implemented as a recursive function 
in a C++ environment with wxWidgets [12] as a graphical 
front end which checks the presence of syllables in the sub 
word till the word boundary is reached. The words are 
processed from left to right. 

 
4. ALGORITHM 
 
In this section BODO syllabification rules presented in 
section (3.3) are presented as a formal algorithm. The 
function syllabify () accepts two variables one is the word and 
the other is the current position of the character and returns a 
processed syllable text. 
 
There are various functions which are called by the syllabify () 
function viz., 

a) total_vowels () , accepts a word with current position 
and returns the total number of vowels present in the 
word after the current position. 

b) isvowel () , accepts a word with current position and 
returns 1 if vowel and 0 if consonant. As well as it 
returns the length of either vowel or consonant as a 
reference. 

c) total_vowels_bet_cons (), accepts a word with current 
position and returns the total number of  vowels till 
the next consonant from current position. It also 
returns the length of the total vowels, length of the 
first vowel and length of the first consonant, after 
current position, as reference. 

d) total_cons_bet_vowels () , accepts a word with 
current position and returns the total number of  
consonants till the next vowel from current position. 
It also returns the length of the first consonants, after 
current position, as reference. 

e) get_syllables () , accepts a word with current position, 
syllable boundary  and returns the syllable. 

The pseudo code of the algorithm is as shown: 
 
wxString syllabify (wxString phonemes, int current_index) 
{ 

phoLen=phonemes.Len(); 
temp_IV=is_vowel(phonemes,current_index,&length1); 
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    if (total_vowels(phonemes,current_index)==1) 
{ 

syll = get_syllables (phonemes,current_index, phoLen) + 
wxT(" "); 

        return syll; 
} 
else if(temp_IV==1) 

   { 
temp_TC = total_cons_bet_vowels (phonemes, current_index  +  
length1, &length2); 
if(temp_TC == 0) 

    { 
syll = get_syllables (phonemes, current_index, current_index 
+ length1)  +  wxT(" "); 
syll = syll + syllabify (phonemes, current_index + length1); 

} 
else if(temp_TC==1) 
{ 

syll = get_syllables (phonemes, current_index,  current_index 
+ length1) + wxT(" "); 

     syll=syll + syllabify(phonemes,current_index+length1); 
} 
else if(temp_TC>=2) 
{           

syll= get_syllables (phonemes, current_index,  current_index 
+ length1 + length2)+ wxT(" ") ; 
syll = syll + syllabify(phonemes, current_index + length1 + 
length2); 

} 
} 
else 
{ 

temp_TV = total_vowels_bet_cons (phonemes, current_index  + 
length1, &length3, &length4, &length5); 
if(temp_TV==0) 
{ 
  if(length5!=0) 
    { 

syll = syll + get_syllables (phonemes, current_index, 
current_index + length1) + syllabify (phonemes, 
current_index + length1); 

} 
     else 
     { 

syll = get_syllables (phonemes,current_index, 
current_index + length1 + length3 ) + wxT(" "); 

     } 
} 
else if(temp_TV==1) 
{ 

tempisi = phonemes.GetChar(current_index + length1); 
temp_IV1=is_vowel (phonemes, current_index + length1 + 
length3 + length5, &length6); 

    if(temp_IV1==1) 
    { 

syll = get_syllables (phonemes, current_index, 
current_index + length1 + length4)  + wxT(" "); 
syll  =  syll + syllabify( phonemes, current_index + length1 
+ length4); 

} 
else 
{ 

temp_IV3 = is_vowel (phonemes, current_index + length1 + 
length3 + length5 + length6, &length7); 
if(temp_IV3 == 1&& phoLen <= current_index + length1 + 
length3 + length5 + length6 + length7 + 1) 

{ 
syll = get_syllables (phonemes, current_index, current_index + 
length1 + length4) + wxT(" "); 
syll = syll + syllabify (phonemes, current_index + length1 + 
length4); 

} 
else 
{ 

if(tempisi.IsSameAs(wxT("i"))) 
{ 

syll = get_syllables (phonemes, current_index, current_index 
+ length1 + length4) + wxT(" ") 
syll = syll + syllabify(phonemes, current_index + length1 + 
length4); 

} 
else 
{ 

syll = get_syllables (phonemes, current_index,  current_index 
+ length1 + length4 + length5) +  wxT(" "); 
syll = syll + syllabify(phonemes, current_index + length1 + 
length4 + length5); 

  } 
 
} 

} 
} 
else if(temp_TV==2) 
{ 

temp_IV2 = is_vowel(phonemes, current_index + length1 + 
length3 + length5, &length6); 
if(temp_IV2==1) 
{ 

syll= get_syllables (phonemes, urrent_index, current_index + 
length1 + length3) + wxT(" "); 
syll = syll + syllabify(phonemes, current_index + length1 + 
length3); 

} 
else 
{ 

syll = get_syllables (phonemes, current_index, current_index 
+ length1 + length4)+ wxT(" "); 
syll = syll + syllabify(phonemes, current_index + length1 + 
length4); 

} 
} 
} 
} 

return syll; 
} 
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3. RESULT AND ANALYSIS 
 
On testing the above algorithm on 5000 distinct BODO 
words, collected from BODO corpus of news and books, and 
compared it with manual syllabification we get the result of 
about 19657 syllables with accuracy of 99%. Error analysis 
reveals that non native BODO words create a problem along 
with some silent phonemes in words. 
The earlier algorithm [2], were not able to syllabify words 
containing diphthongs and CVCCVC structure. But the 
newly defined rules and algorithm here solves the diphthong 
problem as well as words having CVCCVC.  
 
Thus accuracy is improved which will help in better and 
natural sounding text-to-speech system for BODO language. 
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